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The *Satoyama* Initiative of my dreams

*You have to dream before your dreams can come true.*  
Abdul Kalam

[Image of a person dreaming of money]
Everybody can have dreams
Some dreamers changed the face of the Earth
My dream ...

What shaped my dream?
What shaped my dream?

Brundtland report 1987
Our common future
Sustainable development

Well-being
What shaped my dream?

Programmes of work

Tools (approaches, guidelines, strategies, targets)

Conservation
Sustainable use
Benefit sharing

2010 International Year of Biodiversity
What shaped my dream?

2009

Central to the human well-being (Setsuko).

2010

Paris Declaration on Satoyama Initiative

Malawi / Setsuko

http://satoyama-initiative.org/en/case-studies

What shaped my dream?

Through the goods and services they provide, socio-ecological production landscapes contribute to human well-being.
One of my dreams ...

The world is a protected area with SEPL such as “satoyama”
The Satoyama Initiative of my dreams: from poverty to productive landscapes to human well-being

- Goods (e.g. fuel, food, fiber, medicines) and
- Services e.g. regulation of factors in soil, water and atmosphere. and cultural & recreation opportunities
- Revenues, jobs, livelihoods

SEPL restoration, revitalization, establishment or expansion

Poverty
The Satoyama Initiative of my dreams contributes to MDGs

Goal 1: Eradicate Extreme Poverty and Hunger

Targets
1. Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a day
2. Achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all, including women and young people
3. Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer from hunger

Good progress in East Asia, but very limited in Sub-Saharan Africa, Western Asia and parts of Eastern Europe and Central Asia

Goal 4: Reduce child mortality

Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
The Satoyama Initiative of my dreams contributes to MDGs

- 2015 should be a **milestone** in the life of the Satoyama Initiative (SI)

- Sub-Saharan Africa, Western Asia and parts of Eastern Europe and Central Asia could be specifically **targeted** by the SI to assist meeting MDGs
NOW? what?

WE CAN END POVERTY 2015 MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The Satoyama Initiative of my dreams: from unsustainable production and consumption to conservation, to human well-being

- Recycling, reusing of resources & reducing wastes
- Green economy
- Bridges between traditions and modern science
- Conservation and promotion of identities, cultures, heritages
The SI could be used as one of the tools for the enhanced **CBD implementation**, bearing in mind that biodiversity conservation is a goal and an indicator of MDGs.

The *Satoyama* Initiative of my dreams: opportunity to implement the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity, its Aichi Biodiversity Targets, the CBD programmes of work, ecosystem approach and guidelines for sustainable use.
The Satoyama Initiative of my dreams: from abandoned and degraded SEPL to rebuilt landscapes and revitalized production, to human well-being

- Bridges between tradition and modern science
- New markets and incentives
- Improved cultural and recreation opportunities
- Increased awareness (e.g. Kanakura School)

Decreasing farm household population (x 1000)

Ageing populations
Ingredients of success for the Satoyama Initiative of my dreams

- **Capacity Building and Initiatives to enhance cooperation**
  - Engine of the Initiative (IPSI cluster 4)
  - Commitment and Relationships among partners

- **Knowledge Management and Networks**
  - Case studies, best practices, policies, tools for monitoring, adaptive management, research, global and regional assessments, scenarios etc. (IPSI clusters 1 to 3)

- **Financial Resources**
  - Essential
Financial resources for the Satoyama Initiative of my dreams

Trust Fund

Support to Governments, Communities and NGOs

Other donors

Japan Biodiversity Fund

Global Environment Facility
Financial resources for the Satoyama Initiative of my dreams: a roadmap

First steps leading to 2015:

A. **Support to Governments and communities (upon request):**
   1. **Identify opportunities (need assessments)**
      i. Where to invest efforts
      ii. Japan Biodiversity Fund for the Satoyama Initiative
      iii. Japan-funded regional workshops on NBSAPs?
      iv. Needed: small grants
   2. **Develop short (up to 2015) and long-term (>2015) action plans**
      integrated into wider national or regional programmes and plans and into relevant sectoral plans and budgets taking into account *inter alia* the CBD Strategic Plan and its Aichi Biodiversity Targets
   3. **Implement action plans and monitor progress.**
      IPSI’s support: relevant research, guidelines, best practices and tools to improve the effectiveness of SEPL and monitor progress

B. **Support to IPSI activities of organizations for assistance to governments and communities:** capacity building and technical support. This support is vital and critical to success.
Let us dream

Let us live our dreams

Within our hearts

Great men had dreams that changed the face of the world
Thank you!

Life in harmony with nature
Life in harmony with each other